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1. Introduction 
 
With transport, housing, environmental and other urban pressures building in many 
locations, various cities have sought different paths toward meeting these challenges.  
 
Some cities adopt an “incremental” posture toward growth and change – looking to 
address metropolitan evolution through small-scale planning, through approaches to 
real estate development that focus mainly on individual buildings and sites, and on 
making transport infrastructure improvements according to what the prevailing 
political will allows at any given time. In this approach, only limited attention is given 
to analysis, and to explaining planning through written documentation. Land use and 
real estate development are largely treated separately from transport planning and 
infrastructure. 
 
Other locations pursue a more “rational and strategic” approach to metropolitan 
evolution. In its best examples, this approach is founded on strong analytical readings 
of the city as it exists and as it may evolve and change into the future. Demographic 
analysis and housing market needs are strong in the mix of background analysis. 
Written output may be extensive. Land use and transport tend to be very closely 
integrated, and the professional split between “land use planning” and “transport 
planning”, so onerous in many locations, loses its relevance in these more enlightened 
cities. 
 
During 2006, the University of Queensland embarked on a research program to source 
and identify different approaches to integrated land use and transport planning. Of 
particular interest were the approaches taken in locations experiencing population 
growth. During this research process, the hypothesis that two largely divergent 
planning approaches were being pursued in different cities throughout the Western 
World was largely confirmed. 
 
This paper reviews planning, projects and developments in the Central Rail Corridor 
area of Munich – which was identified as a leading location from among the range of 
cities and projects adopted as case study locations for the UQ Centre for Transport 
Strategy (CTS) research.  
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For the CTS research effort in Munich, performance and project parameters were 
reviewed within a previously-established evaluation framework for “TOD” (or transit 
oriented development) projects. The evaluation framework looked at key performance 
principles in the realms of property development, planning, transport, urban design, 
and project structure. For this ETC paper, a more concise review is delivered – mainly 
concentrating on “strategic planning”, some important background details of the 
major real estate development activities underway in the Central Corridor, as well as a 
discussion of transport planning approaches. “Performance” of the Central Corridor 
project is reviewed in the paper against a number of the most relevant “TOD 
principles” established in earlier stages of the CTS research program. 
 
The Munich outcomes were considered important for a number of reasons. Firstly, it 
is clear from the broader planning context, culture and documentation in Munich, as 
well as the approach to development and planning activities, that non-sustainable ex-
urban development of a car-dependent nature has by-and-large been ruled out in 
Munich into the future. Munich has clearly concentrated its efforts on development 
that falls within its preferred “compact, urban and green” archetype. 
 
Secondly, Munich has a strong track record in achieving outstanding transport 
mode share splits from a sustainability point of view. This was seen by the 
researcher to be a result of an integrated land use/transport approach as much as  any 
“transport planning virtuosity”. While Munich’s use of advanced transport analytical 
tools is commendable, and its commitment to quality infrastructure also impressive, 
these are not wholly responsible for the strength of actual outcomes. It seems that it is 
only through recognising the “integrated” nature of urbanism in Munich that we can 
account for the strength of outcomes. 
 
Thirdly, Munich is clearly a city comfortable with the use of transport mode 
share targets. Unlike many other locations pursuing a “predict and provide” approach 
based on 1960s-style“black box” modelling techniques, Munich planners seem quite 
content to set mode share targets for individual precincts and neighbourhoods, and to 
deliver the transport infrastructure, public realm improvements, and transit level-of-
service needed to support achievement of those goals. 
 
And finally, having established a robust framework of planning documents and 
directions, Munich has been able to deliver in housing, real estate development and 
infrastructure terms through the dedicated pursuit of large-scale mega-projects 
that meet pre-agreed strategic planning objectives. This was seen by the researcher 
to be a key difference between Munich and other locations encountered during recent 
research. Many cities espouse a similar rhetoric to Munich in terms of a desire for 
better transport-related environmental outcomes and a more integrated land 
use/transport mix. Few are achieving these outcomes to the same extent however – 
and it is the researcher’s contention that Munich’s institutional and industry 
competencies allow it to deliver large scale projects that make a substantial impact in 
delivering sustainable locations. Other cities without these competencies in mega-
project conceptualisation and delivery seem to be left hoping that in planning and 
development terms, a large number of small projects will be able to contribute “a 
whole that is greater than the sum of its parts”. Rarely does this seem to occur. 
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In this sense, the following paper reviews Munich’s current integrated mega-project in 
the Central Corridor to identify some of the contributing factors that have allowed this 
scale of “compact, urban and green” development outcome to be delivered. As cities 
around the world seek to meet major growth challenges, it may just be possible that 
the ability to plan and deliver on a much larger scale could be the key ingredient 
for meeting sustainability objectives, and toward supplying new housing and 
commercial space options in locations that are well-served with transport and social 
infrastructure. It may be that “mega projects”, when well-conceived and executed, lie 
at the crux of the sustainability hopes and metropolitan planning needs of so many 
cities in Europe and beyond. 
 
A simple structure is adopted for the paper that follows – with basic project 
parameters and context reviewed, before a focus on the strategic planning approach 
via a review of planning performance against key “TOD principles”. Transport 
principles and outcomes follow, before a summary of approaches and achievements in 
key disciplinary fields. 
 
2. Central Corridor - Urban Context 
 
Configured in an east-west orientation on the western approaches to Munich’s central 
railway station (Hauptbahnhoff), the Central Rail Corridor district reflects large-scale 
redevelopment opportunity in the inner urban area of one of Europe’s most vibrant 
cities. Largely created through the rationalisation of underutilised or non-economic 
rail tracks and yards, this multi-precinct project is in the process of transforming a 
dull, industrialised landscape into a variety of other uses, including residential 
housing, office space, public realm and more. 
 
Picture: New residential buildings at Arnulfpark precinct, June 2008. C Hale 
 
 
 
This multi-precinct TOD-style corridor is well-placed because of its proximity to the 
downtown area of Munich and the important regional transport hub of the nearby 
Hauptbahnhoff. The various precincts are also afforded strong access to existing 
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amenities in their surrounding areas, such as extensive parklands. The various 
development precincts also offer new opportunities through the creation of 21st 
century residential, office and mixed-use centres configured around new public spaces, 
that adopt high standards in contemporary urban design, master planning and 
architecture. The development precincts all benefit from strong access to existing and 
soon-to-be upgraded sustainable transport infrastructure and services.  
 
 
3. New Real Estate Development - Summary 
 
The property development component of this multi-precinct project is extensive and 
varied. The primary precincts include Arnulfpark (an office/residential district), Laim 
(primarily offices), Nymphenburg-Süd (residential/office) and Pasing (a mixed-use 
renewal-style centre). 
 
Project Outline 
 
Scope and dimensions 
Strategic planning documents have called for a total housing provision for some 
16,000+ residents in the Central Corridor area, with office and retail space for around 
19,000+ jobs (City of Munich 2005, pg48). This positions the overall ambitions of the 
Central Corridor Project among the most noteworthy of any urban planning and 
development exercise currently underway worldwide. 
 
At Pasing, according to some estimates (City of Munich, Dec 2008), total floor space 
of some 165,000 sqm is planned, under construction or recently completed. Of this, 
some 92,000 sqm is commercial space, while projected residential floor space 
accounts for some 72,000 sqm. This represents the equivalent of around 1,800 
residents and 2,300 jobs respectively – and positions Pasing for a future as a location 
with a reasonably even balance of new commercial and residential development. 
Pasing has a strong pre-existing neighbourhood character, and the development 
options for this area at the western “far end” of the project corridor are clearly 
intended to weave themselves into the established urban fabric. 
 
At Nymphenburg South (City of Munich, Dec 2008), total floor space of around 
150,000 sqm is planned, under construction or recently completed. Of this, about 
96,000 sqm is residential space, while projected commercial floor space accounts for 
42,000 sqm (although Vivico is suggesting some 60,000 sqm in its literature). This 
represents the equivalent of 2,400 residents and 1,050+ jobs respectively - positioning 
the precinct as a slightly residential-heavy location. Positioned to the north of Laim 
station, adjacent to the Nymphenburg Palace gardens, and with a strong emphasis on 
public green space and recreational opportunities, Nymphenburg South is clearly a 
21st century inheritor to the early 20th century European “garden city” planning 
tradition. 
 
At Laim (City of Munich, Dec 2008), a total of some 88,000 sqm commercial floor 
space is planned, under construction or recently completed – which provides space to 
the equivalent of around 2,200 jobs. Positioned to the south of Laim S-Bahn station, 
the Laim precinct is being positioned as a predominantly office/commercial 
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destination, while its counterpart precinct on the north side of the station 
(Nymphenburg South) is more residentially-oriented. 
 
At Birtketweg (City of Munich, Dec 2008), a total of around 240,000sqm of 
residential construction is planned or underway – representing a large-scale new 
residential destination which will house around 6,000 residents on completion. 
240,000 sqm of commercial floor space is also planned – which provides floor space 
to the equivalent of around 6,000 jobs in this longer-term development exercise. As 
one of the larger precincts under development, Hirschgarten/Birketweg will 
eventually provide an even split between commercial and residential floor space in a 
public realm-rich medium density setting that also clearly references the long-
established European “garden city” planning ideal. This precinct also features an 
emphasis on social infrastructure such as schools. 
 
At Arnulfpark (City of Munich, Dec 2008), some 292,000 sqm of commercial space 
is projected, while residential floor space will eventually account for around 84,000 
sqm. Some 4.3 hectares of public open space is planned (and mostly already delivered 
in the form of a centrally-located park area). Arnulfpark, as the closest of the precincts 
to the central city of Munich, is clearly intended to be an office-oriented destination, 
although the overall precinct is very large and the residential components also quite 
considerable in absolute terms. Final development outcomes should offer provision of 
space for the equivalent of around 2,100 residents and 7,300 jobs. Even considering 
the well-executed public realm focus for the precinct, the overall image of Arnulfpark 
is somewhat more “urban and compact” compared to other precincts within the 
Central Corridor. 
 
Picture: Construction activity at Arnulfpark precinct, June 2008. C Hale 
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4. Strategic Planning Approach 
 
Planning for the Central Corridor and its sub-precincts is a recognised strategic 
exercise within the city of Munich’s broader planning policy frameworks, as well as 
its transport planning policies and documents. Munich’s planning criteria and the 
catch phrase for new development approaches is compact, urban, green, and the city 
holds the Central Corridor up as a key example of this philosophy. Overall the Central 
Corridor demonstrates strong linkages between regional planning policy, housing and 
business accomodation needs, met through a multi-precinct master planned 
development response, configured along a strategic transport corridor. The 
articulation of sustainability principles in Munich’s planning documents is directly 
reflected in precinct planning and in outcomes on the ground throughout the Central 
Corridor.  
 
Picture: Central Corridor, overview. Courtesy City of Munich. 
 
 
 
TOD Principle: Built form should effectively balance density and scale with 
intimacy and the creation of people-friendly locations 
Density is calculated here first on a corridor basis, and then on a precinct-by-precinct 
basis, primarily utilising information from the City of Munich (Dec 2008): The 
headline density figure for the entire Central Rail Corridor district redevelopment is 
calculated on available figures at around 0.82 floor area to land area ratio (“FAR”). 
This is perhaps a surprisingly low figure, given the outsider’s impression of 
“European density” and the reasonably high-density image of some of the individual 
precincts (like Arnulfpark). This “overall” figure includes allocations to streets, parks, 
civic uses and other public realm. 
 
Between four and six stories is the general height of development within the Central 
Corridor precincts. Although some individual buildings (the 11-storey business tower 
at Laim, for example) may be somewhat taller than the usual range, there is little 
scope in Munich for true “skyscraper” heights beyond historic norms. This is partially 
due to acceptance by the community and its representatives of the need to preserve 
historic viewsheds. Munich’s version of density and scale is of particular interest. 
While heights seem limited compared to North American or Australian examples, the 
use of broader-scale planning and development at medium heights and densities 
allows for a sophisticated balance between intimacy and compactness. 
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TOD Principle: Mixed-use zoning is essential 
In Munich, mixed-use is now encouraged as a principle for the development of centres 
that were previously seen primarily as business locations. A range of strategic 
development challenges particular to Munich have led to a strong focus on a limited 
number of major planning and redevelopment opportunities throughout the entire 
metropolitan region (City of Munich 2005, esp ch5).  In Munich, limited attention 
seems to be given to the “zoning” concept so familiar and common in the American 
or Australian planning vocabulary. More emphasis seems to be given to a master-
planning and design competition process, which produces strategically desirable 
development configurations, land uses, and a robust mix of uses that meet pre-
identified housing and other urban needs. 
 
Picture: Arnulfpark precinct, artists impression. Courtesy Vivico. 
 
 
 
TOD Principle:  “Critical mass in infrastructure planning is 
required”  …development must be linked-to, and supportive-of transport outcomes 
Munich is very effectively matching its housing, population distribution and urban 
lifestyle challenges with its rail transit infrastructure and service planning. The 
“Central Trunk” upgrade project is being planned for the Central Corridor’s busy 5 
line S-bahn route. Already the city’s busiest commuter rail axis, the capacity demands 
on the east-west line are encouraging a move to provide an extra two tracks at 
significant cost. Linking this important rail investment initiative to new urban 
development outcomes represents a logical integration of growth in both land use and 
transit intensity. While many other cities around the world emphasise these goals in 
rhetorical terms, in Munich we observe that integration is not only discussed, but 
effectively implemented and coordinated. The Central Corridor project also links well 
with pre-existing light rail lines.  
 
The Central Corridor project sees public transport planning opportunities wedded 
effectively to a robust land development program.  
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Picture: Schlossviertel area plan, Nymphenburg South. Courtesy City of Munich. 
 
 
 
 
5. Transport 
 
The large-scale of development seen in the Central Corridor is said by planners at the 
City of Munich to be only possible because a heavy emphasis is given to the 
sustainable modes (public transport, walking and cycling). Local planners are clear on 
the sustainable transport emphasis - in regional planning documents, in the language 
of planning reference materials for the Central Corridor, and in their own explanations 
of the project and its philosophy. 
 
Situated on a core east west rail axis, which passes through the city’s central rail 
station, the Central Corridor was probably an obvious candidate for carrying new 
development due to its pre-existing transit infrastructure strengths. Local road options 
on the other hand were seen as limited, and this added further accentuation to the 
sustainable modes in precinct planning exercises. The sustainable transport focus 
articulates itself through specific proposals for new transit facilities and stations in the 
corridor, and through the delivery of trunk infrastructure upgrades. It also includes 
revisiting tram and bus connections and service levels. Perhaps most tellingly, it also 
articulates itself through precinct design outcomes that clearly de-emphasise the car 
and provide for excellent walking and cycling connections to rail facilities. 
 
TOD Principle:  Effective multi-modal connectivity is vital 
A notable upcoming development in multi-modal connectivity will be the introduction 
of a suite of “connection assurance” measures that dramatically reduce the likelihood 
of failure to connect between modes (bus and rail services, for example). This will be 
largely based on the installation of real time connection information instruments in 
buses (City of Munich, Nov 2006, p38). In this example we see that not only 
individual modes, but the relationship between different modes are under active 
consideration within the overall scope of measures. 
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Picture: Heavy rail network, Munich. The Central Corridor is located between Hackerbrücke and Pasing stations. 
 
 
 
TOD Principle:  Convenient transit service levels are needed throughout the day 
and the week 
The generic “red S-Bahn” type follows a similar formula around Germany – and 
generally operates on 15 minute headways throughout the day, rising during peaks but 
with service levels dropping late evenings and on weekends. Munich’s transport 
planning documents (City of Munich, Nov 2006) indicate that one of the primary 
options for boosting public transport ridership is the so-called “taktverdichtung” 
frequency-improvement strategy (perhaps best translated as “speeding the beat”). It is 
clear that increasing frequencies and service levels on key S-Bahn corridors is likely 
to occur as population pressures and travel demand in Munich and the Central 
Corridor climbs. In the Central Corridor a strategy of taktverdichtung toward 10 
minute standard headways is currently underway (City of Munich, Nov 2006, p34). 
 
Generally though, existing service levels are convenient and provide good coverage 
throughout the day and week – and this should be seen as a key element in an 
effective  “TOD” style development effort in which new residents and workers will be 
enticed into transit usage rather than reliance on private vehicles. 
 
TOD Principle:  Major new development works best when positioned effectively 
within a comprehensive metropolitan/regional transit network 
Munich possesses one of the world’s most comprehensive and well-integrated rail 
networks for a mid-sized city. At the urban scale, central Munich and its inner and 
middle suburbs are extremely well supported by their U-Bahn system, which links 
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with the S-Bahn at strategic locations, while differentiating itself through shorter 
station spacings and a more grid-style network configuration.  
 
At the metropolitan level, the S-Bahn provides an extremely comprehensive and 
effective commuter rail style system based on two primary network elements –a 
central east-west core (translating more or less to the development zone under 
analysis), and a familiar radial-style network pattern heading off into the surrounding 
suburbs. On a regional basis, trains are also available at the Hauptbahnhoff to points 
throughout Bavaria – but connections are especially effective to nearby cities like 
Augsburg, Ingolstadt, Landshut and Rosenheim. Inter-city high speed services offer 
the ability to travel to cities like Stuttgart and Vienna within two or four hours 
respectively. The Hauptbahnhoff offers convenient transfers from the local and 
metropolitan public transport systems into longer-distance services. 
 
Overall, the Central Corridor is “highly advantaged” as a development location 
because its position and transit context facilitates a wide variety of convenient transit-
based journeys - both in the highly-effective urban and metropolitan Munich systems, 
and to destinations beyond. 
 
Picture: Design for new Birketweg S-Bahn Station. Courtesy City of Munich. 
 
 
 
TOD Principle:  Capital investment commitments for transit in the corridor should 
be matched to scale and timing of development impacts 
According to the 2006 Transport Development Plan (City of Munich, Mar 2006, p34), 
commitments of relevance to the Central Corridor project from the current funding 
tranche included:  
• Lifting the performance of the main central rail corridor 
• Strengthening of the S4 and S5 lines with improved signalling 
• Delivery of 10 minute headways during peak periods on the westerly stretches 
of the S2, S4 and S5 
• Delivery of new rolling stock and improvements to customer service 
 
It seems that capital investments in transit are being directed into the Central Corridor 
at the same time as real estate development unfolds – and this should be noteworthy 
to other locations pursuing “TOD” style initiatives. 
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TOD Principle:  A customer-service orientation is vital in making transit attractive 
to new residents and workers 
City of Munich’s  (Jul 2005, p10-21) Public Transport Plan for Munich outlines the 
full range of issues and “quality standards” that the system should deliver. These 
include achieving customer-friendly outcomes in:  
• walkable access to transit 
• frequency of service (a 10 minute standard headway benchmark is identified, 
with 20 minutes seen as a minimum desirable level) 
• hours of operation (20 hours per day as a benchmark minimum) 
• average daily vehicle loadings (30% over the average workday, 50% in normal 
operating times and a surprisingly comfortable benchmark of 65% passenger 
loading against maximum vehicle capacity during peak periods) 
• vehicle standards (cleanliness and accessibility standards are stipulated) 
• service personnel (it is stipulated that staff should be willing and able to 
explain relevant tariffs, interchange options and the main transit routes) 
• specifications are given for the standard of facilities that should be provided 
according to patronage levels at a particular stop or station 
• 5 minutes is stipulated as a maximum desirable wait time for intermodal 
changes 
• timing of late-night inter-service connections is targeted for particular 
attention, so that passengers are able to reach their destinations 
• traffic signal prioritisation for buses and trams 
• communication with passengers 
 
This suite of measures in combination represent a serious framework for customer-
oriented transit service that should ensure that new residents of the central corridor are 
provided with a level of service from transit that is attractive and competitive with 
private-vehicle alternatives. 
 
Picture: Artist’s rendition of future Pasing precinct. Courtesy City of Munich. 
 
 
  
TOD Principle:  Transit must be competitive with the car as a travel choice 
Munich’s mode shares for all trips reveal that more journeys throughout the 
metropolitan region are taken by private vehicle than any other mode, but overall 
outcomes represent a much “healthier” or balanced share for sustainable modes 
including public transport than is the case for many cities in the developed world. It is 
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probably fair to assume that for many work-related commutes to the pedestrianised 
inner city, or to key business locations in the middle suburbs, public transport offers a 
more attractive option than the car. The areas within Munich’s ring motorway system 
seem to have been planned and developed in an ongoing manner in order to 
emphasise public transport, walking and cycling. This has occurred to a level beyond 
what is normally found in an American or Australian city. 
 
It has been noted (City of Munich, Nov 2006, p4) that Munich’s is a leading 
performer in public transport outcomes among its peer German cities. This high level 
of performance is attributable as a logical outcome of an institutional framework for 
public transport that sees the “winning” of new customers as a guiding philosophy. 
Planning in Munich is very rigorous in identifying and describing the “contest” 
between private vehicles and public transport for travel. As a high-income society 
with high levels of car ownership and strong automobile infrastructure, Munich’s 
planners are consciously focused on making public transport options as attractive as 
possible, in order to maintain sustainability and viability of the transport system and 
quality of life (City of Munich, Nov 2006, p14). 
 
In summary, Munich represents a leading case study of a developed western city in 
which public transport is either competitive with, or more attractive than the car in a 
wide variety of circumstances and for a large number of popular journeys. This is 
despite a range of demographic, cultural and infrastructure influences that would seem 
at face value to make extensive private vehicle use highly likely.  
 
Picture: Pasing S-Bahn Station precinct upgrade, artist’s impression. 
 
 
 
Localised transport modelling (City of Munich 2004, p12) 
The following represent non-exact estimates: 
Maxvorstadt (Arnulfpark precinct): Car 15%. transit 22%, walk 45%, cycle 17-18% 
Neuhausen-Nymphenburg (Nymphenburg South and Birketweg/Hirschgarten 
precincts): Car 33%. transit 22%, walk 30%, cycle 15% 
Laim (Laim precinct): Car 30%. transit 25-27%, walk 30-32%, cycle 12% 
Pasing-Obermenzing (Pasing precinct): Car 50%. transit 20%, walk 20%, cycle 10% 
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Munich is a strong mode-share performer overall if we assume sustainable mode 
shares to be an important objective. The outcomes at Central Corridor development 
locations are likely to match those of their surrounding city precincts, and in doing so 
will ensure that the Central Corridor performs substantially better than other projects 
and locations encountered during the UQ CTS transit oriented development research 
program. 
 
Picture: Pasing S-Bahn Station (bike parking), current conditions. C Hale, June 2008. 
 
 
 
TOD Principle:  Arrivals to mass transit (ie. rail) should be encouraged by other 
sustainable modes (walking, cycling, feeder buses) as much as possible 
Munich’s public transport network is planned on the premise of comprehensive 
coverage. City Planners designate indicative passenger catchments for various modes, 
and then ensure that almost all urbanised areas in the city are within the walkable 
catchment of one mode or another. It is suggested in planning documents (City of 
Munich, Jul 2005, p11) that 80% of the population is within the walking catchment of 
either S-Bahn, U-Bahn, tram or bus services, with the heavy rail modes said to offer a 
larger walking catchment. 
 
The Park & Ride concept as articulated in Munich is a much more targeted and 
strategic concept than is the case in Australian or American cities, where parking at 
most suburban rail stations seems to be expected. Munich has a limited number of 
strategically-located major P&R facilities, and parking is simply not provided at most 
railway stations.  
 
Overall, sustainable mode access is both assumed, but also encouraged through 
effective infrastructure support. 
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6. Summary of Project Themes & Disciplinary Fields 
 
Property Development 
In housing around 16,000 residents, and providing space for some 19,000+ jobs 
across 170 hectares of development land, the Central Corridor is not short on 
development ambition. Interestingly though, while the magnitude of development is 
impressive in terms of figures, the design approach and the treatment of scale and 
density seems to be quite nuanced. Perhaps the willingness to plan on such a broad 
canvass also opens up opportunities in terms of balancing development with public 
realm and parkland, and in being able to choose the most appropriate locations for 
density and high-impact development to be located. 
 
Land Use Planning 
Leveraging off the transport infrastructure advantages of the Central Corridor, City of 
Munich strategic planners have identified this as among the prime urban land assets 
and development opportunities available to the city now, and over a longer time 
horizon. Substantial community benefits are offered through providing significant 
new development with strong access to transit, green amenity and public realm, 
quality design and reasonably strong connections into more established locations. 
 
Planning processes and decisions in Munich are notable because of the very strong 
analytical base on which they are grounded. Depth and breadth of analysis is provided 
in key areas such as: demographics, housing markets and housing needs, urban land 
assets, and transport. This strong analytical base seems to allow for sure-footed 
decision-making and plan formulation. 
 
Transport 
As the primary east-west rail corridor in Munich, the Central Corridor offers 
substantial opportunities for building patronage with targeted TOD-style development, 
but the corridor also faces pre-existing capacity constraints and already-heavy 
ridership levels. Integration of land use and transit is particularly effective here, in 
that population growth will occur around Central Corridor rail stations at precisely the 
time that substantial rail infrastructure investments are being made. 
 
Central Corridor transport outcomes will benefit significantly from the highly-
effective transport planning and service provision that already exists throughout 
metropolitan Munich. Munich has already established itself as a strong bicycle city, 
and has a comprehensive and popular mass transit system, supported by effective bus 
connections. Munich stands out as a major western city in which car travel is 
generally less convenient than public transport options, and in which high targets for 
sustainable transport are included in major urban planning efforts. 
 
Design 
The essential design challenge of the 5-precinct Central Corridor project lies in the 
tension between the large-scale nature of the exercise, and the need to create intimacy 
and identity. Key design measures include; integration with transit, a prominent role 
for the public realm, extensive greening and landscaping, strong infrastructure for 
walking and cycling. The use of precinct-by-precinct design competitions was 
probably another example of enlightened design practice. While at times, some 
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Central Corridor locations can seem slightly bland architecturally, there are any 
number of sub-precincts in which design is lively and individualistic. 
 
Recommendations 
In pursuing a major development and housing project with strong linkages to 
upgraded mass transit service, the City of Munich has clearly passed-over any 
opportunity to work with “small-scale, small-issue planning”. While other locations 
that were reviewed during the UQ research exercise were clearly struggling to deliver 
on their sustainability rhetoric, particularly in the realm of sustainable transit mode 
shares but also on many other counts, it seems that Munich’s mega-scale approach is 
able to deliver sustainable outcomes that are of metropolitan significance. It is also 
notable that the Central Corridor’s larger-scale approach also means that substantial 
inroads are being made into the considerable housing needs of this growing city. 
Increasingly, because of the challenges involved in meeting sustainability and other 
urban goals, it may be worth pondering whether other regions could be well-served in 
“getting more” out of their existing urban land assets, just as Munich has done. 
 
A future of urbanism based on efficient use of available urban land and transport 
assets, and a new willingness to use planning as a tool toward meeting higher-level 
sustainability goals, may mean that the urban “mega-project”, once derided as an 
overblown planner’s dream, emerges again at the crux of integrated metropolitan 
planning. 
 
Picture: Newly-completed residential building and public space, Schlossviertel sub-precinct, Nymphenburg 
South. C Hale ,June 2008.   
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